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Abstract. In this paper, we present the qStream media workflow architecture that
processes, filters, and fuses sensory inputs and actuates responses in real-time. The
components of the architecture are programmable and adaptable; i.e. the delay,
size, and quality/precision characteristics of individual operators can be controlled
via a number of parameter values. Each data object processed by components is
subject to transformations based on these parameters. For instance, the quality
of an output data object and the corresponding delay and resource usage depend
on the values assigned to parameters of the operators in the object flow path.
More importantly, there are implicit dependencies in the system; for instance, the
resource consumption at a node depends on the input object sizes or precisions.
In [1], we introduced a class of flow optimization problems that promote creation
and delivery of small delay or small resource-usage objects to the actuators in single-
sensor, single-actuator workflows. In this paper, we further extend our attention to
multi-sensor media processing workflow scenarios. The algorithms we present take
into account the implicit dependencies between various system parameters, such as
resource consumption and object sizes. We experimentally show the effectiveness
and efficiency of the algorithms.

1. Introduction

The Intelligent Stage at ASU is equipped with various sensors includ-
ing: floor mat sensors to generate data for object localization and
motion classification, microphone arrays for sound localization and
beamforming, Vicon 8i Realtime system with 8 cameras for tracking
the position and motion of human body that is appropriately marked
with reflective markers, ultrasound sensors for object tracking, and
video sensors for determining the presence or absence of marked per-
sons, determining their relative spatial positions, and detecting certain
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Figure 1. (a) Two performers on Intelligent Stage; (b) an example of qStream media
processing workflow: “S” denotes sensors, “F” denotes filters, “χ” denotes fusion
operators, and “A” denotes actuators;

simple events. Interactive performances that use this stage require an
information architecture that processes, filters, and fuses sensory inputs
and actuates audio-visual responses in real-time, while providing ap-
propriate QoS guarantees. To address this challenge, we are developing
an ARchitecture for Interactive Arts (ARIA). The following exam-
ple scenario from [2] illustrates the tasks ARIA is being designed to
accommodate:
− Interactive Movement Poses. Two performers, an adult and a child,

are tracked by a 3D-motion tracking device and their locations
on the stage are tracked using pressure sensors (Figure 1(a)).
qStream continuously monitors the position of the body markers
of the performers in 3D space, their positions and details of their
gestures. The output of the 3D motion tracking is filtered through
qStream to obtain the shape and degree of confidences of the
pose. The shapes are recognized by qStream with the degree-of-
confidence and the recognized shape drives the image from media
repository to be projected on the stage. The degree of confidence
of recognition and relative spatial locality of the two performers
are fused to generate the color pattern of images to be projected.
The image and color information is transferred to the projection
actuators.

In this paper we present the adaptive qStream media processing
workflow that forms the adaptive kernel of ARIA (Figure 1(b)). In [2]
we introduced ARIA: an adaptive and programmable media-flow ar-
chitecture, where the basic information units are produced by multiple
sensors or an external source; while sensors generate object streams,
actuators consume object streams and map them to appropriate out-
puts. Visual Design Language Interface provides a visual design tool
to compose media processing workflows between inputs and outputs,
and describe the processing behaviors of operators. Adaptive media
operators in the media processing workflows, such as filters and fusion
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Figure 2. The flow network for interactive movement poses created in qStream GUI
(note that GUI shows that some of the nodes have alternative implementations)

operators, provide the ability to change behaviors dynamically based
on the constraints and the assigned parameters.

qStream provides an environment in which adaptive media process-
ing workflows consisting of various filter and fusion nodes operate.
Unlike most existing work in stream processing which assume relatively
small and uniform tuples in the data streams, our focus is on objects
(such as sensed media objects) that come inherently in varying sizes,
qualities, and resource requirements.

1.1. Contributions of this Paper: Media Processing

Workflows

The individual adaptive nature of qStream is due to the components of
the data flow architecture that are programmable and adaptable: delay
and quality characteristics of individual operators can be controlled via
a number of parameter values. Properties of each data object streamed
between components are, therefore, subject to changes based on these
parameters. The quality of an output data object and the correspond-
ing delay and resource usage depend on parameters assigned to the
operators in the object’s filter and fusion path.

In Section 2 we present the adaptable workflow architecture model.
The qStream media workflow architecture is modelled as a flow network,
where vertices (or nodes) represent sensors, filters, fusion operators,
external sources, and actuators, whereas edges represent object streams
between components (Figure 2). The operator specifications used by the
qStream scheduler and optimizer include (1) alternative characteristics
of the sensors; (2) precisions and computational overheads of the filters
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(such as object feature extractors); (3) precisions and computational
overheads of the fusion operators; and (4) characteristics of the ac-
tuators. QoS specifications include sensor-to-actuator delay, precision,
and resource constraints. In this paper, we introduce a class of flow
routing problems that promote creation and delivery of high precision,
small delay, or small resource-usage objects to the actuators. Section 3
shows that the problem is hard even for chain-structured workflow [1].
Section 3.2 further extends these results to more complex, multi-sensor,
single-actuator scenarios [3]. In most cases, optimal solutions to these
problems require expensive non-linear mixed-integer optimizations. In-
stead, due to real-time optimization requirements, we opt for heuristic
solutions that provide very-close to optimal solutions as demonstrated
by the experiments in Section 4.

Note that in media networking domain, it has long been recognized
that transmission of multimedia objects over networks must satisfy a set
of quality of service (QoS) requirements. QoS-aware middleware, such
as QOS Broker [21] and DQM [22], provide efficient QoS architectures
for network transmission. QoS routing problems can generally be posed
as multi-constrained optimal routing problems, where the aim is to
find a route from the source to the destination which maximizes the
precision subject to delay, resource, and cost constraints [12, 13, 14, 15].

In a media service composition framework [23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28], the
task is usually to communicate a media object or a stream from a source
server to a media consumer, while the overlay routing nodes provide
(mostly application level) services, such as transcoding and mixing.
These work generally ignores the task interdependencies, where, for
instance, resource consumption at a given workflow node may depend
on the size and precision of its input object. In qStream , however, the
resource consumption or the delay at a given node could depend on
the input object sizes and precisions, which are in turn determined by
the paths followed by these objects before reaching this node. Conse-
quently, a different kind of optimization challenge arises due to these
dependencies: the resulting node contributions to the path metric are
non-Markovian (i.e. memory-ful) in nature [16, 17, 18]. Thus, in this
paper, we do not address multi-criteria optimization problems explicitly.
Instead, we turn our attention to implicit dependencies between various
parameters and the memory-ful nature of the workflows.

2. qStream Media Processing Workflow Architecture

A qStream workflow consists of media processing elements operating
on various types of media objects.
DEFINITION 2.1 (Object). Each object in the system has

− an object payload, such as a string, a numeric value, or an image
region,
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Figure 3. An example qStream media processing workflow

− an object header, describing the object state, including the object
size, the precision, the total resource consumption since the begin-
ning of the corresponding flow, and the total delay observed since
the beginning of the corresponding flow.

We model the qStream flow architecture in the form of a directed
connected graph.

DEFINITION 2.2 (qStream flow network). A qStream flow network is
an acyclic directed connected graph, G(V,E, β), where

− V is a set of nodes and E is a set of edges between the nodes on
V . S ⊂ V is the set of sensor nodes. The nodes in S do not have
incoming edges; i.e., they are sources. A ⊂ V is the set of actuator
nodes; i.e., they are sinks.
− Intuitively, the output of a node depends on the states of the
incoming objects as well as the configuration of the node itself. β
is the collection of all mappings applicable to the nodes in V .
− Each node vi ∈ V has a set of alternate behaviors, β, to be
selected by the system optimizer. Figure 4(a), for instance, shows a
scalable filter. Let Vl×m ⊆ V be the subset of nodes in V which have
l inputs and m outputs. Bl×m denote all behaviors with l inputs
and m outputs. Then, βl×m : Vl×m → Bl×m is a mapping from the
nodes in the flow network to the subsets of β. ♦

Figure 3 provides an example of qStream flow network. Each node
in the workflow is labelled with a number of alternative behaviors.

2.1. Node and Node Behavior

As a concrete example of a node, let us consider a motion detector
filter which receives a stream of images (a video stream) and identifies
the motion direction of an object in this stream. Let the following
describe the operation characteristics of this filter: (a) input images are
buffered in an input queue for processing, (b) the filter has a parameter
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Figure 4. (a) A scalable filter (the figure is thanks to Dr. Hari Sundaram); (b) a
node with two precision behaviors; (c) the ABNs of the node

w which denotes how many input images are used together to identify
the motion direction, (c) the filter operates in a pipelined manner;
however it has a phase parameter φ which denotes how many input
images are skipped between each computation, (d) the queue drops
one out of every λ input images, (e) the frequency of the input images
is fin, (f) the size of each input image is sin. Based on these, we can
compute various behaviors of this motion filter as follows:

− since the queue drops one out of every λ input images, the effective
input frequency of the filter is fin × λ

λ+1

− the operator needs input queue to hold w input images; therefore,
the buffer resource requirement of the filter is r = w × sin,

− the filter computes one output for each φ input images, therefore

the output frequency of the operator is f =
fin× λ

λ+1

φ

− the oldest input image used to generate an output has been in the
queue until all the following w − 1 inputs have been gathered in
the queue; if we add the actual processing delay to this, we can
compute the operation delay (the maximum delay observed by an
input image before the output is generated) as d = (w − 1) ×

1
fin× λ

λ+1

+ dprocessing(sin)

− the output precision of the operator is a function of the processing
precision of the filter operator as well as the window size, the
precision of the input objects, and the rate at with which some of
the inputs have been dropped from the queue before it is being
processed: p = pin × pwindow(w) × pdrop(λ) × pprocessing
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− the size of the output objects, sizeof(motion object), is fixed and
independent of the input size.

This example shows two aspects of the possible operator: 1) there are
various properties that govern the operation of an operator and 2) the
various properties of the operator behavior can be self-dependent or
depend on each other:

Self-dependent Properties: In qStream we assume that the precision
and size behaviors are self-dependent in that the output precision,
size only depend on the input precision, size and the precision, size
attributes of an operator. Figure 4(b) shows a node with two precision
behaviors. In this example, the precision outcomes of each behavior
is represented with relative (for instance wp,1 denotes that the output
precision of a node is wp,1 times the input precision) or fixed weights
(wp,fx,1 denotes that the output precision of the operator is fixed at
wp,fx,1, independent of the input). The first behavior in the example
in Figure 4(b) will result in an output object with a fixed precision of
0.7, whereas the second behavior will result in an output with half of
the precision of the input. If wp = 0 this gives us a behavior with fixed
precision outcome, whereas if wp,fx = 0, then gives us a behavior with
a relative precision.

Dependent Properties: Some properties depend on other proper-
ties, complicating the overall planning and optimization process. For
instance, the resource consumption of an qStream node depends the
input and output object sizes; the output object size itself depends on
the input object size as well as the size transformation property of the
operator behavior. Thus, the total amount of resources consumed at a
given node can be stated as a function of its input, output sizes, and
the size and resource attributes of the node. Similarly, the processing
delay of an operator is also size-dependent.

In summary the node behavior is a collection of size, resource, pre-
cision, and delay behaviors that collectively describe the operation
characteristics of a given qStream node. The node behavior for media
operators include additive metrics (such as delay and jitter), multiplica-
tive metrics (such as reliability and loss ratio), and concave/minmax
metrics (such as bandwidth) [13]. In tuple routing, on the other hand,
tuple sizes are linearly modified by selection, projection, and join oper-
ators; however, a percentage of tuples may be dropped if necessary [7].
If these tuples are fuzzy, then arithmetic average (as well as min and
product) can be used as a merge function to define fuzzy relational op-
erators. Traditionally, individual node/edge contributions are assumed
to be independent of the path followed by the object before reaching
the particular node. In various domains, however, node contributions
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to the overall path metric are memory-ful in nature [16, 17, 18]. This
is also the case in qStream ; for instance, depending on the size of an
incoming object (which may depend on the precisions of the operators
applied in earlier nodes) a node may require a different amount of time
to operate.

3. Optimization of Media Processing Workflows

Most shortest path algorithms, like Dijkstra’s shortest path algorithm,
rely on the observation that “each subpath of a shortest path is a
shortest subpath” and use this observation to eliminate non-promising
paths. This enables these algorithms to identify shortest paths very
efficiently. Unfortunately this condition does not always hold for the
various behaviors of the qStream as explained in Section 3.1.

In this paper we discuss optimization of increasingly complex flow
graphs. We start with the chain workflows (with one sensor, one actu-
ator, multiple adaptive filters, and no fusion operator) and we extend
the results to tree workflows with fusion operators. For self-dependent
behaviors such as precision and size, without any loss of generality, we
combine the fixed and relative components of behaviors using a linear
combination of the fixed and relative attributes. Note that, if a node
has multiple input objects we assume that the resulting outcome is a
function of the weighted average of the inputs. For dependent behaviors
such as resource and delay, the output behavior of an operator is a
function of the input and output object sizes weighted by resource,
delay and size attributes.

Figure 4(b) is an example of a media workflow node with mul-
tiple (2) behaviors. An alternative way to visualize this is depicted
in Figure 4(c). Here, each node is represented as a graph component
consisting of input and output nodes, and a set of behavior nodes that
have one and only one behavior due to the transformation. In the graph
transformed as such, each vertex is called an alternative behavior node
(ABN) as it represents a single alternative behavior of the correspond-
ing operator. Note that in addition to the two ABNs, the figure also
contains two null ABN vertices whose job is simply to connect other
behavior vertices and has zero effect on the system performance. In
the rest of the paper, we visualize qStream media processing flows as
directed graphs of ABNs.

3.1. Routing in Adaptive Chain Workflows

Figures 5(a) and (b) show a chain-like workflow where a series of filters
are applied on the sensor output and its ABNs. We denote such chain
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Figure 5. (a) An qStream chain and (b) its ABNs
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Figure 6. Precision outcome depends on the precision of the input and the node’s
precision weights

workflows C. In chain-structured media processing workflow, each node
has exactly one input (l = 1) and one output (m = 1).

3.1.1. Path Outcomes on Chain Workflows
Given a path, ρ = v0 → v1 → v2 → . . . → vn, from the source, v0,
to the destination, vn, on a given chain C, we can calculate its various
outcomes based on dependencies described in Section 2.1 as follows:
Precision outcome: Let ρ0:i (or simply ρi) denote the subpath from
source, v0 to node vi. The precision outcome of node vi depends on the
precision of its input object as well as this node’s precision weights:

pre(ρi) = pre(ρi−1) ∗ wp,i + wp,fx,i,

Consequently, if we denote the input precision to the path as pin, we
can summarize the precision outcome of the path, ρ(= ρ0:n), as

pre(ρ) = Rp,ρ × pin + Fp,ρ,

where Rp,ρ is the combined relative precision weight of the path ρ and
Fp,ρ is its fixed precision weight.
Size outcome: Size outcome of a node depends on the size of the in-
put object, as well as the node’s size weights. Consequently, the size
outcome of the path can be formulated similar to the precision outcome,

size(ρ) = Rs,ρ × sin + Fs,ρ.

Resource consumption: Unlike the precision outcome of a node, which
depends only on the input precision and precision weights of the node,
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Figure 7. An object consumes resources both at the source and at the destination
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Figure 8. Path, ρ, and its prefix, ρ′, and tail, ρ′′

the resource consumption of a node depends on the input/output object
sizes in addition to the node’s resource consumption weights (Figure 7).
This gives the following resource consumption model for the path ρ:

res(ρ) = Rr,ρ × sin + Fr,ρ.

Delay: Since there are no fusion operators on a chain, each node has at
most one input; hence, there is no need to consider the maximum delay
of the inputs. Delay for most media processing operators is a function
of the input object size. Thus, here we model delay as:

del(ρ) = Rd,ρ × sin + Fd,ρ.

Note that, as discussed earlier, between the various parameters,
there are other dependencies as well. For instance, object size usually
depends on the object precision. Similarly, the resource consumption
and operation delay at a given node usually depend on the required
output precision. Therefore the above dependency models could also
be written in terms of precision instead of the object size and all the
results presented in this paper would equally follow. For simplicity of
the discussion, without loss of generality, we discuss optimization of
resource and delay as a function of size only.

3.1.2. Precision and Size Routing in Chain Workflows
For these cases it is easy to see that the condition that enables Dijkstra-
like optimizations hold and, relying on this observation, we can develop
an optimal algorithm that finds the highest precision path on a given
chain. In fact, we can develop an O(E) greedy optimal algorithm that
leverages the special structure of the chain graph. Note also that the
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Low resource routing algorithm in chain workflows with σ ≤ 1.

− Input: A directed acyclic graph G(V, E, l) corresponding to ABNs
of a chain , C

− Output: A source vertex v0 and a sink vertex vn

1. G(V t, Et, lt) = reverse topologicsort(G)

2. For all vi ∈ V t, do σ[vi] = ws,i + ws,fx,i

3. parent[vn] = ⊥

4. A[vn, vn] = 1 ; B[vn, vn] = 1

5. For all vi ∈ V t in the topological order do

a) For all el ∈ Et such that el = vi → vj do

i) A[vi, vn] = ∞; B[vi, vn] = ∞
ii) tempA = ws,i × A[vj , vn] + (wr,out,i + wr,in,j) × ws,i

iii) tempB = B[vj , vn]+ws,fx,i×A[vj , vn]+(wr,out,i +wr,in,j)×
ws,fx,i + wr,fx,i

iv) if tempA + tempB < A[vi, vn] + B[vi, vn] then

A) A[vi, vn] = tempA; B[vi, vn] = tempB;

B) parent[vi] = vj

Figure 9. Lowest resource routing in chains, case I

maximum-size, and minimum-size routing problems are similar to the
high precision routing; hence they can be solved very efficiently.

3.1.3. Resource and Delay Routing in Chain Workflows
Resource and delay requirements depend on the sizes of the objects
arriving at the nodes of the workflow. Since objects may be modified
by the operators within the flow graph, we have to account for the size
changes and their effects on resource consumption and delay. Optimal
solutions to these problems require expensive non-linear mixed-integer
optimizations. Instead, we opt for heuristic solutions that provide very-
close to optimal solutions.

Our heuristic solution relies on the following subpath property: the
resource consumption, res(ρ), of a path ρ can be written in terms of the
resource consumption of its tail as shown in the equation in Figure 10.
In this figure, as also depicted earlier in Figure 8, ρ′′ = ρ1:n is the (tail)
path from v1 to vn.

We can interpret the equality in Figure 10 as follows: if ρ is the
smallest resource path from v0 to vn, then we have

α0:1 + σ0:0 × Aρ′′ + Bρ′′ ≤ α0:1 + σ0:0 × A + B
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(b) Res. cons. of the same path in terms of the cons. of its tail

Figure 10. Recursive subpath property (between a path and its tail) used for
resource optimization

k

σ1
v0 vn

vs

vt
<At,Bt>

<As,Bs>σ
Figure 11. Edge relaxation for Case II

for all possible A and B values. In fact, we can generalize this observa-
tion to any suffix ρk:n of ρ

∀A,B Bρk:n
− B ≤ σ0:k−1 × (A − Aρk:n

)

where σ0:k−1 = size(ρ0:k−1). On the other hand, for ρk:n to be an
optimal subpath, we need

∀A,B Bρk:n
− B ≤ 1 × (A − Aρk:n

)

Consequently, as long as σ0:k−1 ≤ 1 (that is, if the sizes of the objects
in the flow do not increase due to transformations), ρk:n has to be the
smallest resource path.
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Low resource routing algorithm in chain workflows with σ > 1.

− Input: A directed acyclic graph G(V, E, l) corresponding to ABNs of a chain, C,

− Output: A source vertex v0 and a sink vertex vn

1. For all vi ∈ V , σ min[vi] = smallestsize(v0, vi) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . First phase

2. For all vi ∈ V , σ max[vi] = largestestsize(v0, vi)

3. numEdges = |E| ; numV ertices = |V | . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Second phase

4. For all vj ∈ V

a) Amin[vj , vn] = Amax[vj , vn] = Bmin[vj , vn] = Bmax[vj , vn] = ∞
b) nextmin[vj ] = nextmax[vj ] = ⊥ ; touched[vj ] = false;

5. Amin[vn, vn] = Amax[vn, vn] = Bmin[vn, vn] = Bmax[vn, vn] = 0

6. nextmin[vn] = nextmax[vn] = ⊥; touched[vn] = true

7. For count = 1 to numEdges do

a) For all vj ∈ V such that touched[vj ] = true do

i) For all ek = vi → vj

A) if touched[vi] == false then touched[vi] = true

B) tempAmin = ws,i × Amin[vj , vn] + (wr,out,i + wr,in,j) × ws,i

C) tempBmin = Bmin[vj , vn] + ws,fx,i × Amin[vj , vn] + (wr,out,i +
wr,in,j) × ws,fx,i + wr,fx,i

D) if Bmin[vi, vn]− tempBmin > σ min[vi]× (tempAmin−Amin[vi, vn])
then
− Amin[vi, vn] = tempAmin; Bmin[vi, vn] = tempBmin;

nextmin[vi] = vj ;

E) tempAmax = ws,i × Amax[vj , vn] + (wr,out,i + wr,in,j) × ws,i

F) tempBmax = Bmax[vj , vn] + ws,fx,i × Amax[vj , vn] + (wr,out,i +
wr,in,j) × ws,fx,i + wr,fx,i

G) if Bmax[vi, vn]−tempBmax > σ max[vi]×(tempAmax−Amax[vi, vn])
then
− Amax[vi, vn] = tempAmax; Bmax[vi, vn] = tempBmax;

nextmax[vi] = vj ;

8. if (Amin[v0, vn] + Bmin[v0, vn] ≤ Amax[v0, vn] + Bmax[v0, vn]) . Third phase

a) next[v0] = nextmin[v0] else next[v0] = nextmax[v0]

9. currentsize = ws,0 ; tempv = next[v0]

10. while (tempv �= vn) do

a) if currentsize − σ min[tempv] ≤ σ max[tempv] − currentsize

i) next[tempv] = nextmin[tempv]

b) else next[tempv] = nextmax[tempv]

c) currentsize = currentsize× ws,tempv

d) tempv = next[tempv]

Figure 12. Low res. routing in chains, case II
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3.1.3.1. Case I: For all vi, σi ≤ 1 If each node, vi, has the property
σi = ws,i + ws,fx,i ≤ 1, then we can solve the smallest resource routing
problem using a greedy algorithm which starts from vn and works its
way backwards to v0 (Figure 9).

3.1.3.2. Case II: For some vi, σi > 1 In this case, since size(ρ0 : k − 1)
is larger than 1, we can not use the above observation to find an op-
timal solution. We develop a Bellman-Ford style algorithm that uses
edge relaxations to find a low (but not the lowest) resource path. The
algorithm starts from node vn and works backwards, relaxing edges,
towards v0. Consider the situation shown in Figure 11. In this figure,
we have intermediary results, 〈At, Bt〉 and 〈As, Bs〉 pairs, for nodes vt

and vs and we are considering whether to use the edge e = vs → vt to
update the value of the 〈As, Bs〉 pair. There are two possibilities:
− edge e does not satisfy the relaxation condition and the value of

〈As, Bs〉 pair should not be updated; or
− edge e satisfies the relaxation condition and the value of 〈As, Bs〉

pair should be recalculated based on 〈At, Bt〉 and the parameters
of the edge e.

Based on the earlier discussion, we know that the existing path from
vs to vn is optimal if and only if

∀A,B Bs − B ≤ σ0:s−1 × (A − As)

At this point, however, since the optimization is not completed, we do
not know how the optimal path will reach from v0 to vs−1 and hence we
do not know the value of σ0:s−1. Therefore we do not have all the infor-
mation required for actually checking if the edge relaxation condition
holds or not. This however may necessitate exponential (in the length of
the chain) computation and storage. In order to prevent this exponen-
tial growth, our heuristic uses lower- and upper-bounds on the object
sizes reaching the nodes in the workflow (First Phase in Figure 12). Let
us denote the maximum object size reaching the node vs as σs,max and
the minimum object size as σs,min. Both of these values can be found
efficiently using the algorithm presented in Section 3.1.2.

For each node on the flow graph, we maintain two 〈A,B〉 pairs
(〈Amin, Bmin〉 and 〈Amax, Bmax〉), corresponding to the lower-bound
and the upper-bound of the object size. We propagate these pairs,
through edge relaxation, backward from the actuator node to the source
(Second Phase in Figure 12).

Once the source node is reached, we track our steps back (using
the appropriate relaxation edges) towards the actuator, choosing the
appropriate relaxation edge at each node and revealing the result path
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C4

Figure 13. ABNs of a tree workflow

on the way (Third Phase in Figure 12). When we are considering node
vs on this last phase, we already have two candidate edges that we
maintained (one for σs,min and one for σs,max). However, in reality, the
resource optimal path may be passing through a third edge leaving vs.
Therefore, in order to minimize the error, we compute

∆1 = σs,act − σs,min and ∆2 = σs,max − σs,act

where σs,act is the actual object sizes that are observed on this final
pass towards the actuator and we choose the alternative which gives a
smaller error (∆) value to follow. The complexity of this algorithm is
O(V E).

3.2. Routing in Adaptive Tree Workflows

In this section, we extend routing algorithms to tree workflows where
multiple sensors contribute to the flow of objects that reach an actuator.
We use T to denote tree media processing workflows. Thus, each tree
node can have more than one inputs (l ≥ 1) but only one output
(m = 1). It is convenient to represent the ABNs of a tree, T , in the
form of a number of chains, Ci that are connected to each other in an
hierarchical fashion (Figure 13). Consequently, a flow, τ , on a given
tree, T , is a tree that is composed of paths (ρis) contributed by the
individual chains (Cis) on the workflow. Various routing problems then
can be posed as choosing a path for each chain and to create a flow
tree, which satisfies certain optimality criteria.

3.2.1. Precision and Size Routing in Tree Workflows
It is easy to see that one can find a precision optimal flow tree by
first finding precision optimal paths for the leaf chains and then re-
peating this process (with the resulting precisions of the leaf chains)
for the remaining nodes until the root chain is reached. The precision
optimal tree then can be created by connecting the precision optimal
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res(τ)=
∑

res(ci) =

⎛
⎜⎝(1.0)︸︷︷︸

sin,0

×Rr,ρ0 + Fr,ρ0

⎞
⎟⎠+

⎛
⎜⎝(1.0)︸︷︷︸

sin,1

×Rr,ρ1 + Fr,ρ1

⎞
⎟⎠+

⎛
⎜⎝(1.0)︸︷︷︸

sin,2

×Rr,ρ2 + Fr,ρ2

⎞
⎟⎠+

⎛
⎜⎝(Rs,ρ0 + Fs,ρ0 + Rs,ρ1 + Fs,ρ1)︸ ︷︷ ︸

sin,3=sout,0+sout,1

×Rr,ρ3 + Fr,ρ3

⎞
⎟⎠+

⎛
⎜⎝((Rs,ρ0 + Fs,ρ0 + Rs,ρ1 + Fs,ρ1) × Rs,ρ3 + Fs,ρ3 + Rs,ρ2 + Fs,ρ2 )︸ ︷︷ ︸

sin,4=sout,3+sout,2

×Rr,ρ4 + Fr,ρ4

⎞
⎟⎠

Figure 14. Resource usage of the example flow tree, τ , in Figure 13

paths found in this process. The computation of maximum-size and
minimum-size at tree nodes shows the same structure; hence, can be
solved efficiently (in O(V E) time) in the same way.

3.2.2. Resource Routing in Tree Workflows
As described in Section 3.1.1, given a chain C with input size, sin, and
a path ρ in chain C, we can rewrite the total resource utilization on the
given chain as

res(ρ) =
(∑

oi∈Oin
sin,i

)
× Rr,ρ + Fr,ρ

where Rr,ρ and Fr,ρ are resource weights of the path.
Given the example flow tree τ on the chain tree in Figure 13, we

can compute its total resource usage res(τ) as shown in Figure 14.
Here, each ρi corresponds1 to a path on the corresponding chain Ci.
The paths ρ0 . . . , ρ4 form the tree τ . The figure shows that to choose a
path, ρi, with the smallest resource consumption for a given chain, Ci,
one needs to know the sizes of the input objects, which could depend on
the paths followed by the individual objects before reaching the chain
Ci. An optimal solution to this problem requires expensive non-linear
mixed-integer optimization.

Let us reconsider the chain, C4, in the above example and let us
assume that we have calculated the maximum (sin,4,max) and min-
imum (sin,4,min) possible input sizes of C4. The worst case resource
consumption of the chain C4 is

res(ρmax
4 ) = sin,4,max × Rr,ρmax

4
+ Fr,ρmax

4
,

1 In the chain routing context (Section 3.1), ρi was used to denote a path from
node v0 to vi. Since the context is sufficiently different, we are slightly overloading
the notation.
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Figure 15. Best-/worst-case bounding of resources

where ρmax
4 is the path followed if the input size is equal to sin,4,max.

Then, as shown in Figure 15, it follows that

res(ρmax
4 ) ≥ sin,4 × Rr,ρmax

4
+ Fr,ρmax

4
(= X in Fig 15).

On the other hand, if we consider the best case resource consumption
of C4, we can see that (Figure 15)

res(ρmin
4 ) ≤ sin,4 × Rr,ρmin

4
+ Fr,ρmin

4
(= Y in Fig 15).

Therefore, given an optimal flow tree τ , the input size sin,4 on the
optimal tree to the chain C4, and worst case and best case paths (ρmax

4

and ρmin
4 ) on this chain,

res(ρmin
4 ) ≤ res(ρ4) ≤ Y,X ≤ res(ρmax

4 )

Based on this, we can define the amounts of error that would be caused
if we used paths ρmax

4 or ρmin
4 instead of ρ4 as

errY = Y − res(ρ4) and errX = X − res(ρ4)

Without knowing the value of sin,4 and the corresponding path ρ, we
can not calculate errY or errX . However,

∆Y,X = errY − errX = Y − res(ρ4) − X + res(ρ4)
= sin,4 × (Rr,ρmin

4
− Rr,ρmax

4
) + (Fr,ρmin

4
− Fr,ρmax

4
)

Since, sin,4,min ≤ sin,4 ≤ sin,4,max, the expected difference in error,
exp(∆Y,X), can be calculated as

1
2 · (Rr,ρmin

4
− Rr,ρmax

4
) × (sin,4,max − sin,4,min)

+(Fr,ρmin
4

− Fr,ρmax
4

)

If exp(∆Y,X) ≥ 0, the expected error due to the use of ρmin
4 (best

case path) is greater than the expected error in using ρmax
4 (worst case
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Low resource routing algorithm in tree workflows.

− Input: A directed acyclic graph G(V, E, l) corresponding to
ABNs of a tree

1. Gc(V c, Ec) = chain tree(G)

2. Grc(V rc, Erc) = reverse topologic sort(Gc)

3. for all (Ci ∈ V rc) do

a) smin is the minimum possible size of the input to chain Ci

b) smax is the maximum possible size of the input to chain Ci

c) ρ′ = low resource path(Ci, smax)

d) ρ′′ = low resource path(Ci, smin)

e) calculate exp(∆Y,X)

f) if exp(∆Y,X) ≥ 0 then path[i] = ρ′

g) else path[i] = ρ′′

4. Return the resulting paths for each chain in Gc(V c, Ec)

Figure 16. Low resource routing in tree workflows

path); therefore, substituting ρ4 with ρmax
4 is more desirable. Otherwise,

substituting ρ4 with ρmin
4 leads to a smaller expected error. We can use

this observation to develop an O(V 2E) heuristic algorithm for low (but
not the least) resource routing in tree workflows (Figure 16):
− Each tree node represent a chain. First, traverse from leaf to root.

At each node record the minimum/maximum output object sizes.

− In the second phase, traverse from leaf to root. At each node, call
the resource routing algorithm in chain-structured workflows and
compute the minimum/maximum resource paths assuming the in-
put object sizes to each node to be the minimum/maximum object
sizes prerecorded in the first phase.

− In the final pass, compute the expected error if approximated min-
imum/maximum resource paths are taken. Select the path which
causes the smaller error.

3.2.3. Delay Routing in Tree Workflows
In delay routing, we have to consider that the delay is not the sum, but
the maximum of the delays in the tree branches.

Given a flow tree τ on the chain tree in Figure 13, we can com-
pute its total delay, delay(τ), as shown in the equation in Figure 17.
Here ρ0, . . . , ρ4 are paths on the tree τ . Sizes of the input objects
to a given chain, Ci, of the workflow depend on the paths followed
by the individual objects before reaching Ci. Since the input size of
each node varies based on the paths followed by its input objects, a
dynamic-programming based solution is not feasible.

Optimal solution to this problem requires an expensive non-linear
mixed-integer optimization. Our solution is based on the observation
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max

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

max

⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩

(1.0)︸︷︷︸
sin,0

×Rd,ρ0 + Fd,ρ0

(1.0)︸︷︷︸
sin,1

×Rd,ρ1 + Fd,ρ1

⎫⎪⎪⎬
⎪⎪⎭+

⎛
⎜⎝ (

Rs,ρ0 + Fs,ρ0+
Rs,ρ1 + Fs,ρ1

)︸ ︷︷ ︸
sin,3=sout,0+sout,1

×Rd,ρ3

+Fd,ρ3

⎞
⎟⎠

(1.0)︸︷︷︸
sin,2

×Rd,ρ2 + Fd,ρ2

⎫⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎬
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎭

+

⎛
⎜⎝((Rs,ρ0 + Fs,ρ0 + Rs,ρ1 + Fs,ρ1) × Rs,ρ3 + Fs,ρ3 + Rs,ρ2 + Fs,ρ2)︸ ︷︷ ︸

sin,4=sout,3+sout,2

×Rd,ρ4 + Fd,ρ4

⎞
⎟⎠

Figure 17. Total delay of the example flow tree
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Figure 18. (a) Delay/size curve; (b) size and delay optimal alternatives for each
subpath

that given a flow tree, τ , delay is due to only one branch from one of
the sensors to the actuator. Other paths, although they do not directly
contribute, affect the overall delay through the sizes of output objects.

Let us consider the tree, T , on Figure 13, and its root chain C4. We
can plot the minimum delay caused by this chain as a function of its
input size (Figure 18(a)). Since the minimum and maximum sizes of the
objects that enter to this chain are constrained by the available paths,
this results in a curve segment. Using the minimum and maximum
input sizes (smin and smax), we can approximate this curve segment
with a line segment dsC4,in (Figure 18(a)):

dsC4,in(s) = MC4,in × s + QC4,in, for smin ≤ s ≤ smax

where M and Q are parameters of the line, (slope and intercept respec-
tively). Let us now consider one of the inputs to the root, C4; say the
subtree rooted at chain C3. Without enumerating all flow trees of this
subgraph, we only concentrate on its two specific (smallest size and
shortest delay) outcomes (Figure 18(b)). The first one of these can be
computed using the smallest size routing algorithm developed earlier.
Let the output size and delay pair 〈smin,3, dsmin,3〉 denote this outcome.
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Figure 19. Intersection of two delay/size planes; 〈s′2, s′3〉 corresponds to the lowest
delay configuration, while 〈s′′2 , s′′3 〉 corresponds to the best candidate we actually
know how to generate

Let us also assume that we have earlier2 (recursively) computed the
second outcome, 〈sdmin,3, dmin,3〉. We can (approximately) represent
the possible outcomes of the subtree rooted at chain C3 with a line
segment ds3,out:

dsC3,out(s) = MC3,out × s + QC3,out, for smin,3 ≤ s ≤ sdmin,3

Similarly, we can identify a line segment that (approximately) repre-
sents the possible outcomes of the subtree rooted at C2.

The delay outcome of the tree, T , then can be calculated as a func-
tion of the size outcomes of the two subtrees, rooted at chains C2 and
C3 respectively:

dsT (s2, s3) = max{dsC4,in(s2 + s3) + dsC2,out(s2),
dsC4,in(s2 + s3) + dsC3,out(s3)},

where smin,2 ≤ s2 ≤ sdmin,2 and smin,3 ≤ s3 ≤ sdmin,3. This can be
visualized as the intersection of plane segments (an example is shown
in Figure 19). The point of smallest delay 〈s′2, s′3, dsT (s′2, s

′
3)〉 can be

found using these two planes. However, since we do not actually know
the subtrees that would generate sizes s′2 and s′3 for the trees rooted at
C2 and C3 respectively, we instead use the smallest delay of the four al-
ternative corners that correspond to the surface, dsT (s2, s3). Figure 19
gives an example, where the smallest delay corner, 〈s′′2, s′′3 , dsT (s′′2 , s

′′
3)〉,

corresponds to s′′2 = smin,2 and s′′2 = smin,3. We can use this observation
to develop a O(V 2E) Bellman-Ford Style heuristic algorithm for least
delay routing in trees (Figure 20):
− Consider each tree node as a chain. In the first phase, traverse

from leaf to root. To prevent exponential growth of the solution
2 Computing small delay tree for the subtree rooted at chain C3 is similar to

computing a small delay tree for the tree, τ , rooted at chain C4.
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Low delay routing algorithm in tree workflows.

− Input: A directed acyclic graph G(V, E, l) corresponding to a
ABNs of a tree

1. Gc(V c, Ec) = chain tree(G)

2. for all (Ci ∈ V c) do (in a breadth first manner)

a) for all (Cj ∈ V c) that provide inputs to Ci do
i) smin,j is the minimum possible size of the output of

chain Ci and dsmin,j is the corresponding delay

ii) dmin,j is the minimum delay of the output of the chain
Cj (calculated earlier) and sdmin,j is the corresponding
size output

b) Identify the lowest delay corner of the resulting surface
c) find the smallest delay route for the chain Ci

d) for all (Cj ∈ V c) that provide inputs to (Ci do
i) if the lowest delay corner corresponds to smin,j then use

the smallest size route for the subtree Cj

ii) if the lowest delay corner corresponds to sdmin,j then
use the smallest delay route for the subtree Cj

3. Return the resulting paths for each chain in Gc(V c, Ec)

Figure 20. Low delay routing in tree workflows

space, at each node, record the minimum output object size and
the output object size provided that delay is minimized.

− In the second phase, traverse from leaf to root. At each node,
call the delay routing algorithm (same as resource routing) in
chain-structured workflows and compute the minimum delay paths
assuming the input object sizes to each node to be the minimum
object sizes prerecorded in the first phase as well as compute delay
if the only object size is minimized. Identify the smallest delay
corner for the node.

− Return the resulting path for each chain node.

4. Experiments

For the experiments, we created a data set corresponding to various
qStream media processing workflows. We varied the workflow properties
as in Table I. The chain workflow length varied from 2 nodes to 50 nodes
per chain. The tree depth varied from 2 to 6 and the average fanout of
each node varied from 1.5 to 3. We also varied the number of behaviors
per node from 2 to 4. The precision of the nodes varied between 0.5 and
1.0; the object size transformation factors of the nodes varied between
0.2 and 2.0; the resource requirement of the nodes varied between a
factor of 1 and 10 to the input object size; the processing delay of the
nodes varied between a factor of 1 and 10 to the input object size. We
ran each experiment 10 times and we are reporting the average.
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Table I. qStream media processing workflow prop-
erties for the experiments

Chain length 2. . . 50 nodes

Tree depth 2. . . 6

Avg. Tree fanout 1.5. . . 3

Number of behaviors per node 2. . . 4

Precision weight 0.5. . . 1.0

Size weight 0.2. . . 2.0

Resource weight 1.0. . . 10.0

Delay weight 1.0. . . 10.0

In order to observe and interpret the performance of the proposed
optimization mechanisms, in addition to our heuristics, we used two
alternative optimizations: non-linear mixed integer formulation of the
problems (NLMIP) optimized using LINGO and bruteforce enumeration
of all alternatives. The bruteforce enumeration enabled us to obtain
not only the best solution, but also the worst and average solutions,
allowing us to observe the relative performance of our techniques.

The bruteforce and heuristic algorithms were written in Java and
ran on Redhat 7.2 Linux workstations, with 1 GB RAM, 1.8 GHz
Pentium IV processor, and 20 GB hard disk. LINGO Extended 8.0
with Nonlinear Global Solver was installed on a Windows PC, with
256 MB RAM, 2.0 GHz Pentium IV processor, and 40 GB hard disk.
Obviously the bruteforce approach did not scale beyond exceedingly
small workflows. For larger workflows, we solved the non-linear mixed
integer formulation of the problem and thus were able to make compar-
isons against the optimal solutions. However, NLMIP did not scale well
either. Therefore, while generating the NLMIP solutions for compari-
son, we settled for the first solution (most of the time a local optimum)
found by LINGO. This took anywhere from 30 minutes to many hours
to execute, still unusable in real settings, but significantly shorter than
bruteforce optimization as well as finding global optimal of NLMIP
problems. As the following results show, the qStream algorithms are
multiple orders faster than the bruteforce and NLMIP optimizations.
Furthermore, qStream results are within 1-2% of the optimal and most
of the time better than the first local optima found by LINGO.
Precision Routing in Chains: The first observation is that the pro-
posed precision routing algorithms indeed returned optimal results in
chain workflows. The average execution time of routing in chains was
less than 20ms for 50 nodes per chain and an average of 4 behaviors
per node (Figure 21(a)).
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)
NLMIP1ST stands for the 1st local optima for the NLMIP; i.e., the

graphs in this figure reports the 1st local optima for the NLMIP. D stands

for the tree depth, F for the average fanout, and L for the chain length

Figure 21. (a, c, e) Chain and tree optimization algorithms work many orders faster
than finding the first local optima for the NLMIP solutions and (b, d, f) our results
are very close to the optimal; Bruteforce results are omitted where executions took
more than a day
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Resource Routing in Chains: As expected the resource routing algo-
rithm was sub-optimal. However, the results returned by our algorithm
were always within 1.0% of the optimal as shown in Figure 21(b). The
average optimization time varied between 4ms for a chain of length 10
nodes to around 85ms for extremely long chains of length 50. Again,
purely for comparison the bruteforce execution time for this configura-
tion was around 17ms for chains of length 10, but quickly jumped to
7seconds for chains of length 20 (Figure 21(a)). Although not as bad
as the bruteforce, the first local optima of LINGO was many orders
slower than our heuristic and its results were not as good as ours (note
that NLIMP1ST in the figure stands for the 1st local optima for the
NLMIP).
Resource Routing in Trees: Obviously the bruteforce approach did
not scale beyond exceedingly small workflows. For larger workflows, we
solved the non-linear mixed integer formulation of the problem and thus
were able to make comparisons against the optimal solutions. However,
NLMIP did not scale well either. For instance, for a tree of depth 4,
average fanout 2, and chain length 10, the global resource optimum was
achieved in 33 seconds and the global delay optimum was achieved in
23 seconds using LINGO. For larger workflows, global optimum took
anywhere between tens of minutes to several hours, in contrast to less
than a second required by our heuristic. Therefore, while generating the
NLMIP solutions for comparison, we settled for the first solution (most
of the time a local optimum) found by LINGO. This took anywhere from
30 minutes to many hours to execute, still unusable in real settings, but
significantly faster than bruteforce optimization as well as finding the
global optimal solution of NLMIP problems. As Figure 21(c) shows,
the qStream algorithms are multiple orders faster than the bruteforce
and NLMIP. Our resource routing algorithm in tree workflows is sub-
optimal. However, the results returned by our algorithm were always
within 2.0% of the optimal solution as shown in Figure 21(d) and most
of the time better than the first local optima returned by LINGO.
Delay Routing in Trees: Although it relies on wider assumptions, the
delay routing algorithm also performed well; again the results returned
by our algorithm were always within 2.0% of the optimal as shown
in Figure 21(f). Furthermore, once again, our results were better than
the first local optimal solutions returned by LINGO. Our algorithm
required less than 60 ms for a workflow of depth 4, average fanout
2, and average chain length 10. For the same workflow, the NLMIP
formulation required 23 seconds. Once again, despite being very close
to optimal, our algorithm is multiple orders faster than both solutions
(Figure 21(e)).
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Summary: The experiments, as depicted in Figure 21, showed that
the proposed heuristic algorithms indeed work efficiently (under 100ms)
and effectively (within 1 − 2% of the optimal). They scale better than
other formulations of the same problem, yet, return almost optimal
results within a time-frame suitable for real-time adaptive systems.

5. Related Work

Currently, artists and choreographers are using best-efforts tools, such
as Max/MSP and Pure Data (Pd) to develop such scenarios. Max/MSP
[4] is an object-oriented graphical programming environment for music
and multimedia in the MIDI standard format. Programs or patches
are created by connecting objects together with patch cords. Events,
which could be anything from a MIDI note to a mouse click, flow
through the patch cords from one object to another. Pd is a real-time
graphical programming environment for audio and graphical processing
[5]. MAX and Pd provide a visual language framework to describe the
connectivity amongst sensors, media filters, media fusion operators and
actuators. However, both of these software are very limited in their
expressive power. Importantly, they lack the capability of describing
realtime application constraints and operator properties. Consequently,
they cannot take advantage of alternative media-flow strategies to pro-
vide realtime and Quality of Service (QoS) guarantees. In effect, they
are best-effort solutions, where the use is limited to very specific hard-
coded scenarios. In contrast, ARIA middleware architecture provides a
quality-adaptive flow management kernel, qStream , consisting of var-
ious adaptive filter and fusion operators to ensure QoS guarantees.
The quality-adaptive nature of qStream is due to the components of
the data flow architecture that are programmable and adaptable: delay
and quality characteristics of individual operators can be controlled via
a number of parameter values. Properties of each data object streamed
between components are, therefore, subject to changes based on these
parameters. The quality of an output data object and the correspond-
ing delay and resource usage depend on parameters assigned to the
operators in the object’s filter and fusion path.

In data engineering domain, there has been a flurry of activities in
the area of data stream management. Related work in adaptive data
management architectures can be found in [6, 10]. Note that most
works on adaptive data operators [8, 9, 11] concentrate on data in
traditional (tuple or XML) form. Therefore, they do not assume rich
filtering and fusion operators present in media processing workflows.
Also there has been little prior work in using QoS in the context of
data-flow architectures except Aurora [7], which focuses on QoS- and
memory-aware operator scheduling and load shedding for coping with
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transient spikes in a data stream network. [29] introduces the concept of
dynamic application structuring to provide the best end-to-end imple-
mentation of an application in heterogeneous, distributed environment.
A distributed application is dynamically created by instantiating func-
tion components and linking them autonomously. A system manager
adaptively determines which resources to allocate to each application
and how to schedule all applications on shared resources. [30], on the
other hand, presents an interface to allow applications to export tuning
alternatives. A higher-level decision making entity in evaluates each
alternative when a trigger event happens.

In media application management domain, Q-RAM, for instance,
provides a set of QoS optimization schemes, with discrete QoS op-
tions, in the context of video-conferencing [19]. Unlike qStream , which
considers workflows, Q-RAM considers each task as an independent
application and imposes the quantification of the system utility on
users via weighting the linear combination of all quality dimensions of
all applications. The later work [20] has begun to alleviate the require-
ment of the explicit quantification by relying on the tunability interface.
Instead of using an analytic expression, the mapping from control pa-
rameters of application behavior and resource condition to application
specific quality metrics is profile-based. In qStream a Visual Design
Language Interface provides the choreographer with a visual design tool
to describe the processing operators in the interactive performance.

[21] proposed an endpoint resource manager, the QOS Broker,
which orchestrates needed resources for tasks in the application and
transport subsystems for distributed collaborating services. It describes
a policy-based control framework for admission control. Also in the
networking domain, [31] proposes a framework for QoS monitoring,
control and management to enable that multimedia applications adapt
to the current condition on the network and the load at the end ma-
chines. Whenever a change in the levels of QoS is necessary, QoS control
algorithm tunes the underlying QoS parameters. Unlike these works
which focus on tuning the system for independent applications, our
focus is on tuning system parameters for media processing workflows
with inter-dependent, yet adaptive, operators in a connected workflow.

SAHARA addresses the failure resilience problem in wide-area ser-
vice composition [24, 25]. A trace-based model of Internet outage is
used in the failure detection and recovery [24]. Load balancing for
service composition is addressed through a cost metric based on the
available capacity at each overlay node. CANS [27] is a dynamic ser-
vice composition framework which provides distributed adaptation in
heterogeneous networks. Policy-based adaptation is triggered by sig-
nals from the local resource monitors and components on the data
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path. Infopipes [28] presents a component-based framework for multi-
media streaming applications. SPY-Net [26] relies on a resource-aware
multimedia service path finding algorithm for small-scale media proxy
networks. A resource-monitoring algorithm periodically propagates the
capacity and connection information of media proxies. SpiderNet [23]
extends [26] by introducing the statistical metric into service compo-
sition. The cost metric is defined as the weighted sum of (require-
ment/availability) ratios for service components and links. The service
composition scheme discovers available components via a hop-by-hop
distributed protocol and a policy-based approach is used for adaptation.
Unlike qStream , node and link contributions to the resource metric
are assumed memory-less. To the best of our knowledge, our model
is the first work in capturing the memory-ful properties of resource
consumption and delay in media processing workflows.

6. Future Work and Conclusions

In this paper, we presented a novel adaptive real-time media processing
workflow architecture. qStream operators filter various features from
streamed data, and fuse and map media streams onto output devices
as constrained by the QoS. The nodes in the flow graph correspond
to adaptive computing elements. Here, we focussed on this adaptive
nature of qStream and presented algorithms that efficiently identify flow
plans that delivers high precision, small delay, or small resource object
streams. Future work includes extension of the routing techniques to
arbitrarily complex (DAG, cyclic DG) flow graphs and non-linear op-
erator semantics. We are also developing runtime correction techniques
which rely on the presented heuristics to complement the optimizer.
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